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My suggestions
In first place, I request respect and attention of all to have more patience with other peoples.
People exist who in the same way that I, they do not dominate the English but that they always can
that possible to contribute for the projects in xoops.
I write in Portuguese and sending for google to translate and nor always this translation is
made of correct form and the times we can bad be understood.
Already I participate of projects of cms the 3 years and believe that in the official place of the project
it must not have fórum in itself.
It would have to be a secondary part in this process.
The main prominence would have to come of the news, diverse documentations of linguas
(translations), prominences of carried through works, or either, the news and information of that are
happening for the world XOOPS and clearly, of the valorosa team of development.
During this next year we will be submitting this idea to the XOOPS Brasil and independent to
have or access we will not have to give has detached to this way of support.
On the teams that manage xoops
I know that already the divisions of works between them exist lead of the project Core, themes,
documentations, modules, hacks and have supported.
It would be very legal to have a page where these teams were mentioned, its hierarchy, the history of
each one, apresentation in general of this staff.
To complete this excellent page, with diverse other members that together with the leaders assist in
all process.
To remodel administration team.
In Brasil this cause a dissatisfaction.
He is incrivél as the human being is in its interior. When he is in the power admin to master the
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people if they hold in a way, after to be removed for another plan of performance, many do not know
to deal with this and costumam to generate personal attacks and other things.
I sincerely would like to see a remodelling in the team of administration of this site.
Not because they are not adeaquados, bad, nothing of this, only so that she comes a new force and
with good ideas to contribute and to give the best one of itself.
I very continue believing XOOPS and see that he exists people for the world really interested in
making best.
I wait that my suggestions are not faced as offence, in the truth I am a form of affection and
respect to that they dedicate its time to help this excellent system CMS that is the Xoops.
It again forgives me for my English, and an excellent year with XOOPS for all we.

thanks JMorris for this chance.
[edited by Giba complements]
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